Wave heave energy conversion using modular multistability
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H I G H L I G H T S

• An alternative power take off concept is explored for mobile wave energy converters.
• A multistable chain is developed for kinetic energy conversion from wave heaves.
• Bistable links join the chain cells and induce impulses due to extension–compression.
• Chain modularity enhances impulsive kinetics by local–global dynamics transformation.
• Numerical and experimental data indicate strong potential for multistable chain.
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A B S T R A C T

In calm sea environments and for compact architectures, the power generation performance of wave energy converters may be drastically inhibited due to undesired dissipative effects in the conversion mechanisms. This research develops an alternative power take-off methodology to surmount these challenges and to enable practical wave energy conversion for mobile converter architectures that could power monitoring instrumentation or telecommunications. Building upon related research findings and engineering insights, the basis for energy conversion is the harnessing of impulsive kinetics induced as a multistable structure is extended and compressed. A prototype system is built and analyzed to evaluate the potential for this conversion framework. Composed of modular “cells”, the chain-like platform exhibits an increased number of stable configurations with each additional unit cell. Extension and compression of one end of the multistable chain (representative of wave heaving) while the opposing end remains mostly fixed, excites high frequency inter-cell dynamics due to impulsive transitions amongst configurations that are converted to electric current through electromagnetic induction. An experimentally validated model is utilized to gain insight towards successful realization of the power conversion concept and design guidelines are derived to maximize performance and ensure viability.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and motivation

The heaving motion of sea and ocean waves is one of the most persistent and dense renewable energy resources in marine environments [1,2], making it appealing to power off-shore operational bases or to supplement or replace other supplies on a continental electrical grid. Numerous power take-off (PTO) solutions have been proposed over the years [3–6], while highly dissipative PTO mechanisms based upon pneumatics or hydraulics have become common choices for wave energy converters (WECs) intended for large-scale power generation and electric grid integration [3,4].

Since pneumatic or hydraulic coupling stages are eliminated, directly driven PTO concepts based on electromagnetic induction have been developed for improved large-scale WEC efficiency. In the context of wave energy applications, direct drive “describes the direct coupling of the buoy’s speed and force to the generator without the use of hydraulic fluid or air” [7]. A breadth of research has demonstrated promise in laboratory and field testing for this PTO [7–14]. The experimental systems in these studies are often physically large and massive, may require fixed mooring, and regularly deliver average powers of 10–1000 W. While this power is too low for grid integration, it is acceptable during research development.

In contrast to large-scale energy conversion, the focus of the present paper is to realize mobile WEC architectures that power self-sustaining, waterborne instrumentation or telecommunication systems. For this purpose, power generation around 1–10 W is sufficient and platforms of <100 kg mass and <10 m length are preferred for improved mobility. Many of the designs in the previously
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cited literature are not suited for this purpose since they are large by mass and dimension and are not easily re-deployed. Fewer investigations have focused on mobile WEC platforms for low-power applications. Portable WECs using directly driven PTO based on transmissions with rotary generators [15–17] and linear electromagnetic induction [18–21] have been recently explored. In these studies, average power generation spanning around 0.01–100 W has been demonstrated through modeling and experimentation. One trend from the studies was that prototype development exceeded 100 kg total WEC mass [16] while some full-scale systems were predicted to have mass of 500 kg [19,20]. The need for large masses is partially due to the directly driven PTO since the resistance forces are a combination of friction and high, continuous electromagnetic damping. Although damping ratios are infrequently reported for comparison to the present research, in one example damping ratios of around 0.75–1 (critically damped) were experimentally identified, collecting together viscous and friction effects [18]. For large-scale WECs, the damping forces are more readily overcome by momentum of large moving inertia [2]. Yet for lightweight and mobile WEC and considering the high variability of sea activity [22], such dissipations are difficult to surmount, particularly to break through the stall forces of friction for small actuating wave motions [23].

These challenges are the stimulus of this research towards development of an alternative PTO concept well-suited to realize mobile WEC. The following sections introduce the new PTO mechanism and present the rationales supporting the chosen design. Following experimental validation, a model of the PTO is employed to study the influences of system modularity and excitation frequency on energy conversion performance due to controlled excitation and simulated wave input. Throughout the investigations, design principles are provided for successful realization of the proposed PTO for efficient and mobile wave energy conversion.

2. PTO mechanism design

A key challenge for WEC employing directly driven rotary or linear induction PTO is the high continuous electromagnetic damping that works against the inertial mass motions (relative to a mostly fixed opposing end), which for slow velocities can lead to stall if inertial forces do not exceed friction thresholds [23]. The PTO mechanism developed in this research alleviates this concern by combination of a modular multistable design and the use of impulsive dynamics for energy conversion.

In the field of vibration energy harvesting, the concept of energy generation using impulsive kinetics has received recent attention [24–27]. The objectives of these works are the development of alternative means for powering small electronics using very low frequency excitations and minimization of the excitation level required to generate power. Of particular relevance to the present study, Karami et al. [27] developed a compact, vibration energy harvester excited by impulsive interactions between dynamic piezoelectric beams and a rotating wind turbine. Because the impulsive interactions could be directly adjusted to govern the minimum actuating energy (wind speed) required to generate power, the harvester system was shown to overcome damping, friction, and low wind speed limitations of conventional directly- and gearbox-driven wind energy conversion systems. The challenges faced in development of compact wind energy converters are similar to the wave energy application of present interest. As demonstrated in the comparable wind energy application [27], a PTO based upon impulsive interactions may be a suitable alternative for compact, mobile WEC which are less able to overcome minimum actuating force and displacement requirements of direct drive PTO because of their reduced mass. Apart from the early efforts [24–27], much remains to be known about feasibility and effective adoption of impulsive kinetics for wave energy conversion.

The common theme of the prior studies [24–27] is the use of bistability to obtain the impulsive responses. Two reviews [28,29] describe numerous research efforts in the field of vibration energy harvesting with bistable systems which are largely focused on utilizing continuous switching behaviors. Within this body of work, recent findings have shown that coupling bistable elements to other dynamic bodies may greatly enhance the net energy conversion per harvester mass [30,31]. These coupled system studies likewise focused on continuously switching bistable dynamics which are not easily obtained for very low frequency excitations. Following the insights described above, the aim of this work is to bring together the two promising research developments – bistable impulsive kinetics and coupled dynamic systems for energy harvesting – to realize mobile WEC platforms for low frequency and large displacement wave motions.

Fig. 1 illustrates the framework of the proposed PTO developed to integrate the two energy conversion potentials. The PTO is shown as embedded within one possible WEC architecture. The WEC is composed of a mostly submerged spar constrained in position by sufficient resistance, e.g., a submerged plate or temporary anchoring, and a buoy that moves along with the transverse wave motions. The relative displacement between spar and buoy actuates the top end of a chain of modular “cells” housed within the spar. The chain of cells connects the bottom of the spar to the actuating rigid connection. Therefore, motion between the buoy and spar extends and compresses the multi-cell chain, Fig. 1(a and b), respectively.

As illustrated by the schematic in Fig. 1(c), each unit cell is composed of two halves secured together by a threaded connection. One part of the mass is the cylinder structure and inner magnet. The remaining cell mass is the frame structure, the radial array of outer magnets, an induction coil, and the threaded connection. Two adjacent cells interact through restoring forces due to a linear spring connection and magnetic fields. The polarity orientations of the outer magnet radial array and the moving inner magnet of the adjacent cell are such that the two cells’ relative displacements exhibit bistability, which leads to an energetic transition from one stable configuration to the other when the interface of two adjacent cells is extended beyond a critical point. The stable states are illustrated in Fig. 1(a and b) showing the interface between adjacent cells in the (a) extended and (b) compressed configurations. Because the cell relative displacements from extended to compressed configurations (and vice versa) involve the inner magnet passing through the induction coil of the adjacent cell and impulsively vibrating at a high natural frequency after the transition, electrical current is generated in the coil due to the switch in stable configuration. Thus, the proposed PTO is not intended to be excited as if to resonate. Instead, via the bistable interfaces, an up-conversion occurs from very low frequency actuating wave heaves to higher frequency impulsive inter-cell dynamics for energy conversion.

The PTO system adapts a modular architecture aligned with the coupled system design strategy found to enhance performance per mass of bistable energy harvesting systems [30,31]. Connecting the cells of the proposed PTO in series, as in the experimental system shown in Fig. 1(d), the activation of switching dynamics between cells transmits impulses along the chain length, transforming otherwise local behaviors into global energy conversion dynamics. The successive and cascading impulsive electrical responses from chain extension and compression are then utilized to charge energy storage elements for powering instrumentation systems. The minimum threshold of actuating force which leads to an
impulsive switch may be readily adjusted by design. The performance trade-off is that the magnitude of actuating energy required to induce an impulse directly relates to how energetic the impulse is and, hence, how much electrical energy is generated as the inner magnet undergoes underdamped oscillations within the induction coil. However, collectively, the energy conversion benefits from highly energetic impulsive dynamics, the ability to excite impulses from much lower amplitude input motions through design of the energy barrier, and the modular architecture provide the multistable PTO chain a versatile capacity to convert electrical power from progressively smaller actuating forces and wave motions. In contrast to the friction and electromagnetic damping forces of generators or sliding armatures which may require added mass to overcome [21], the adjustable energy barriers and stable configurations of the proposed PTO enable a valuable means to ensure power generation despite small actuating motions, as described in the following section.

3. Framework of operation

A model of the PTO framework is formulated to demonstrate the essential framework of power conversion. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the modeling convention for the absolute uni-axial motions \( \beta \) of the jth unit cell of the PTO system. There are four coupling components between cell masses. From left to right in Fig. 2(a), \( F_{pj}^{m} \) is the magnetic restoring force between the outer radial array and inner magnet, \( k_{l} \) is the linear spring constant, \( d_{j} \) is the damping constant representing mechanical losses in the system, and \( \beta_{j} \) is an electromagnetic transducer constant related to the coupling strength between the inner magnet and the induction coil. The undeformed linear spring length is \( l_{j} \). A scalar multiplier is defined for use in modeling magnetic interactions by \( \beta_{j} = 1 \) when the undeformed length leads to the inner magnet center of mass aligning with the midplane of the outer magnet array, the configuration specifically shown in Fig. 2(b). The configuration of \( \beta_{j} = 1 \) corresponds to the plane of unstable equilibrium generated by the magnetic interactions. Values of \( \beta \) greater or less than 1 represent percentage offset of the spring undeformed length that perturb the inner magnet center of mass from this plane, the purposes of which will be demonstrated in the following model evaluations. For clarity, the spring length of the unit cell assembly in Fig. 1(c) would be multiplied by scalar \( \beta < 1 \) since the undeformed length extends below the plane of unstable equilibrium. In the prototype, the frame structure height was adjustable so that for a given undeformed spring length, any desired offset (and hence multiplier \( \beta \)) could be obtained.

Profiling of the multistable PTO chain potential energy sheds light on the minimum actuation, i.e., wave motion, required to induce an impulsive response for electrical energy generation and helps to ensure bistability is exhibited between all adjacent cell pairs. The total potential energy of a cell is the summation of magnetic, spring, and gravitational effects. For the jth cell, these are computed, respectively, by Eqs. (1)-(3) [32]:

\[
U_{m}^{j}(z_{j}) = \frac{\mu_{0} M_{m} V_{m} V_{s} N}{4\pi} \left\{ \frac{(z_{j} - \beta_{j} l_{j})^{2}}{(z_{j} - \beta_{j} l_{j})^{2} + r_{j}^{2}} \right\} \left\{ \frac{1}{(z_{j} - \beta_{j} l_{j})^{2} + r_{j}^{2}} \right\} \tag{1}
\]

\[
U_{j}(z_{j}) = \frac{k_{l}}{2} (z_{j} - l_{j})^{2} \tag{2}
\]

\[
U_{g}^{j}(z_{j}) = g m_{j} z_{j} \tag{3}
\]

where \( z_{j} = x_{j} - x_{j-1} \) is the relative motion between adjacent cell masses; \( \mu_{0} = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ H/m} \) is permeability of free space; \( M_{m} = 1.25 \times 10^{6} \text{ A/m} \) are the magnetizations of the inner and outer magnets used in this study; \( V_{s} = 3.62 \text{ cm}^{3} \) are the volumes of the inner and outer magnets used in this study; \( r_{j} \) is the radius of the outer magnet circular array from the inner magnet center point, shown in Fig. 2(c); \( N \) is the number of radial array magnets (\( N = 4 \) in this research); \( m_{j} \) is the net mass of a cell; and \( g \) is gravitational acceleration. Note that by this notation, a minimum of two absolute mass displacements \( (x_{0} \text{ and } x_{-1}) \) are required to express the potential energy of each cell. Thus, an M-cell chain requires definition of \( M + 1 \) mass motions, although one cell could be a fixed, grounded coordinate. This feature is more plainly recognized by recalling that the interface between two cells induces bistability.

The total potential energy of an M-cell chain is the summation of the energy contributions for each cell with respect to mass displacement coordinates \( x_{-M} \). Fig. 3(a) plots the global minimum
potential energy of a 4-cell multistable chain as a function of chain end displacement, $x_4$. This is calculated by summing Eqs. (1)–(3) over the four mass displacements $x_1–4$ and determining the minimum energy configuration for given $x_4$. A fixed base coordinate is included, $x_0 = 0$, representing an additional unmoving cell to which the first cell of coordinate $x_1$ is attached by spring and magnetic interfaces (e.g., the PTO system attached to the bottom of the WEC spar).

Fig. 3(a) shows that when neglecting gravity, the 4-cell chain composed of identical cells ($r_1–4 = 26$ mm; $k_1–4 = 770$ N/m; $b_1–4 = 1$; $l_1–4 = 83$ mm; $m_1–4 = 264$ g) exhibits five configurations of stability as indicated by the five local minima (or wells) along the potential energy profile (black dotted curve). The energy required to extend the chain from one stable configuration to the next is given by the height of the energy barrier between wells, and is also related to the energy converted into electrical current following each impulsive drop into the adjacent well (i.e. to the next stable configuration). The same may be said of chain compression because the process is dynamically reversible.

However, for the PTO mechanism operating in a vertical axis of motion within the WEC spar, gravitational influences are not negligible. The red dashed curve of Fig. 3(a) shows the global minimum potential energy profile of a 4-cell chain having identical members when gravity is taken into consideration. The stabilities of the two most extended configurations are lost since they no longer exhibit local minima. This indicates that substantially reduced power is generated by extending and compressing the chain from lengths of approximately 0.37–0.41 m because impulsive transitions would not be induced. To remedy the concern of compromised stable configurations and recover favorable impulsive response energy conversion, it is necessary to vary cell design parameters along the chain length. Fig. 3(a) plots the global minimum potential energy profile of one such variable design by the red solid curve where the varied $k_1–4$ and $b_1–4$ values are

![Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the unit cell connected to nearest neighbor cells, and corresponding simplified energy storage circuitry. (b) Notational convention for spring undeformed length and scalar multiplier $\beta$. (c) Radial distance of outer magnet array to inner magnet center.](image)

![Fig. 3. (a) Global minimum potential energy profiles of 4-cell multistable chain as function of chain end displacement. (b) Stable configurations of the 4-cell chain with respect to their global minimum potential energies as labeled in (a) for solid red curve. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)
provided in Table 1 which are the experimental system parameters. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that adjusting of varying cell design recoveries stability of the most extended configurations which are now local minima around 0.35 and 0.39 m. Therefore, impulsive transitions between these stable states would again induce large flow of current via electromagnetic induction for improved energy conversion performance. Fig. 3(b) shows photographs of the experimental 4-cell multistable chain in the five stable configurations correspondingly labeled in 3(a).

As evident in Eqs. (1)–(3), several parameters may be adjusted to shape the global minimum potential energy profile for multi-cell chains having the same cell mass and magnet selections: the undeformed spring length $l_j$, the offset multiplier $\beta_j$, the spring constant $k_j$, and the outer magnet array radius $r_j$. Of these parameters, it is found that changing the array radius $r_j$ may play the most dramatic role. Specifically, reducing $r_j$ leads to greater barriers between stable configurations and, hence, greater energy converted to current flow following the impulsive transition. However, in the experimental system, the radial dimension was selected to be identical for all cells along the chain and adjustment of cell potential energies was only made by changing spring constant $k_j$ and the undeformed spring length offset multiplier $\beta_j$, the latter being adjusted by modifying the frame structure heights. This decision was based on the exceptionally impulsive and energetic transitions amongst stable configurations that were observed in early prototype designs using radii $r_j < 26$ mm which led to failure of the epoxy joints connecting the springs to cell frame structures. Thus, although greater power was generated for cell designs using array radial dimensions $r_j > 26$ mm, practical considerations necessitated use of smaller energy barriers between stable configurations in the experimental system.

4. Multistable PTO chain dynamic modeling

A dynamic model of the multistable PTO chain is formulated to demonstrate its mode of power generation and to shed light on design factors critical to successful wave energy conversion. The forces on the $j$th cell mass are due to the four interface elements between adjacent cells, indicated in Fig. 2(a), as well as gravity. The interface force contributions between the $j$th and $(j - 1)$th cells are given by Eqs. (4)–(7) using appropriate substitution for the relative coordinate $z_j = x_j - x_{j-1}$, while gravitational force on the $j$th cell is expressed by Eq. (8).

\[
F_{cm}^{\infty}(x_j - x_{j-1}) = -\frac{5\mu_0 M V M_j N}{4\pi} \left( \frac{x_j - x_{j-1} - \beta_j l_j}{[(x_j - x_{j-1} - \beta_j l_j)^2 + r_j^2]^{5/2}} \right. \\
- \left. \frac{(x_j - x_{j-1} - \beta_j l_j)^3}{[(x_j - x_{j-1} - \beta_j l_j)^2 + r_j^2]^{7/2}} \right)
\]

\[
F_j^c = k_j(x_j - x_{j-1}) - \beta_j l_j
\]

\[
F_j = d_j(x_j - \dot{x}_j)
\]

The current induced to flow in the generically defined energy storage circuitry is $\mathcal{C}_j$ and the overdot operator (.) indicates differentiation with respect to time. The dynamic governing equations for the $j$th unit cell are derived:

\[
m_j x_j'' + d_j(x_j - \dot{x}_j) - d_j(x_{j-1} - \dot{x}_j) + F_j^c(z_j) - F_{cm}^{\infty}(z_{j-1}) + F_{cm}^{\infty}(z_j) - F_j^c(z_{j-1}) + F_j^c - \theta_j \mathcal{C}_j + \theta_j x_{j-1} \mathcal{C}_j = 0
\]

\[
F_j = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
F_j^c & \text{if } 1 \\ 
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right.
\]

The coil inductance is $L_j$ and the load resistance of the circuitry is $R_j$. In experimentation this resistance is the sum of unit load and coil resistances. The voltage across the resistance is $i_j R_j$. Note that the relative velocities between the $j$th and $(j - 1)$th cells induce flow of current and thus only one contributing term from corresponding mechanical responses appears in the electrical Eq. (10); this contrasts to the two electromagnetic forces working on the unit cell mass $m_j$ motion due to induction of the $j$th and $(j + 1)$th coils. The mechanical dissipations, here collectively given by constant $d_j$, are representative of losses in the linear spring deformations and losses from mass motions as they glide along the vertical guiding wires of the prototype. The guiding wires were taut, high-strength fishing lines which pass through small holes in the frame structures of the cells to constrain the motion of the chain to vertical, uni-axial motion. Sliding friction losses between the cells and the guiding wires were observed to be very small compared to dissipations related to the linear spring deformations.

The average power generated by an $M$-cell chain over a period of testing or simulation time $T$ is the sum of the time-averaged instantaneous electrical powers:

\[
\bar{P} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \int i_j \mathcal{C}_j \, dt
\]

5. Extension–compression cycling

To validate the dynamic model, extension–compression cycles are prescribed as actuation upon the end link of an $M$-cell chain, which according to Fig. 1 may be rigidly connected to a moving WEC buoy. Cell 1 is connected to the fixed base through a bistable interface of linear spring and magnetic interactions. In all tests, the prototype system parameters are as provided in Table 1. Additionally, as identified from impulsive ring-down responses, the cells exhibited linear natural frequencies around 10 Hz and damping ratios around 0.16. This is in sharp contrast to previous directly driven PTO for mobile WEC that target natural frequencies closer to wave spectra, 0.1–1 Hz, and were critically damped [18]. Before experimentation, a check was made to ensure that the system was capable of supporting all 5 stable configurations exemplified in Fig. 3(b), i.e., that gravitational effects did not compromise stability. The check was likewise performed following experimentation to ensure that potential fatigueing influences had not compromised the 5 stable configurations; no such loss of stability was observed.

In absence of suitable laboratory actuators, the end cell of the chain was displaced by hand. Because sinusoidal displacements are more difficult to replicate by hand, the extension–compression cycles on the actuated end cell were triangular waves. The influences of triangular wave frequency and number of cells for the multistable PTO chain average power were evaluated for
experiments lasting 16 actuation cycles. To ensure that all transitions were triggered during each actuation cycle, the triangular wave peak-to-peak amplitude was approximately 1.2 times the maximum stroke of the stable configurations for the chain configuration under consideration. For [2–4]-cell chains, the strokes were [57.1,88.9,121] mm. Comparable simulations were performed by numerically integrating the governing equations of the M-cell chain using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm in MATLAB. Experimental data consisted of voltage measurements across the load resistances for each cell while simulated results included both electrical responses and cell mass locations. All tests and simulations began with the multistable chain compressed slightly more than the minimum stable configuration length, and the triangular wave excitation started from this bottom trough.

To demonstrate typical time responses from the series of tests and simulations, Fig. 4 presents two actuation periods of simulated (a,b) and measured (c) responses for a 4-cell chain undergoing extension–compression cycling at frequency 0.14 Hz. The positions of the cell masses are shown in Fig. 4(a); the triangular wave actuation trajectory on the 4th mass (chain end) is apparent.

As impulsive events are induced due to the sudden extension or compression of cell-to-cell interfaces from one stable position to the next, the cell mass displacements oscillate in underdamped ring-down behaviors. The greatest concentration of local vibration due to an impulse occurs between the two absolute mass displacements where the stability switch occurred. Thus, since the relative velocity between these two masses is related to the flow of current in the external circuitry, Fig. 4(b) shows that an impulsive spike of voltage is induced across the load resistance connected to the coil interfacing these two cells.

As exemplified by the close-up insets in Fig. 4(a), the first impulsive transition to occur is a sudden increase in distance between the chain end (4th cell) and cell 3 mass. The close-up inset in Fig. 4(b) shows that this response induces greatest impulsive voltage response across the load connected to the coil positioned between cell 3 and the chain end. The transmission of this vibration to adjacent members in the chain induces additional small electrical impulses, although in this example stability transitions are not simultaneously triggered between those cells. The next stability transition occurs between cells 1 and 2 and therefore greatest voltage is induced between cells 1 and 2. Similar trends are observed throughout the actuation cycles: progressive ring-down responses due to the impulsive switches, high electrical output in circuitry connected to the coil interfacing the adjacent cells that underwent stability transition, and transmission of ring-down dynamics along the chain to enhance overall energy conversion.

Good agreement is found comparing simulated and experimental electrical responses Fig. 4(b and c), respectively. The average power over 16 cycles of this example were likewise in good agreement: 17.1 mW in simulation to 16.9 mW in experiment. While this is below the ultimate aim of 1–10 W for powering sea-borne instrumentation or communication equipment, these results represent early efforts at developing a new PTO methodology without attempts towards design optimization. Additionally, recalling remarks in Section 2, it was found from additional experimental efforts that the voltage impulses were capable of peaking near 10 V but this required designs that led to early failure of the epoxy joints securing the springs to the frame structures. In light of these factors, with continued development of the multistable PTO chain it is anticipated that the average powers may approach the target goals.

Overall, the underdamped impulsive dynamics of the multistable PTO chain are in great contrast to directly driven PTO mechanisms that employ highly damped oscillations at frequencies concurrent with the peak wave spectral density. Instead of matching a PTO characteristic frequency to the actuating wave motion, the proposed PTO transforms the input motions to higher frequency dynamics for energy conversion. By gliding along low friction wires and exhibiting underdamping dynamics, the PTO chain ensures power generation so long as impulsive events are induced.

6. Influences of chain modularity and actuation frequency: experimental and numerical comparison

Fig. 5(a) presents the computed average powers for all cases of actuation frequency and chain cell number; measured results are filled data points while predicted values are unfilled data points. The actuation frequency of a given example is represented in Fig. 5(b) by the corresponding data point shape as utilized in Fig. 5(a). For example, a 2-cell chain was tested and modeled for excitation frequency near 0.58 Hz, see Fig. 5(b), and measured and predicted results closely agree regarding average power generation around 30 mW, see Fig. 5(a).

Overall, there is good agreement between simulated and experimental results of average power although the model tends to underestimate power generation as both the number of chain cells and excitation frequency increase. The discrepancy may be due to greater difficulty in controlling the experimental actuating waveform by hand for multi-cell chains as the excitation frequency increases because rapidly occurring impulsive dynamics exert large forces on the actuated end cell. Nevertheless, the good agreement between predictions and measurements provides confidence in the numerical approach.
in the model to explore design dependencies that cannot be as easily investigated by the prototype. Some specific findings from Fig. 5 are first worth highlighting. It is seen that as cells are added to the chain, greater power is generated despite testing at lower frequencies. For example, considering the triangle data points, increasing the number of chain cells from 2 to 4 is predicted and measured to increase average power from approximately 14–30 mW even though the actuation frequency decreases from 0.37 to 0.22 Hz. Thus power increases by >100% at the same time the excitation frequency of the experiment and simulation, denoted by the same data point shape as average power results given in (a).

### 7. Numerical investigation of influences on specific power

Having validated the model over a large range of design and excitation cases, Fig. 6 presents simulated results of energy conversion performance for actuation at a given frequency but for increasing numbers of cells in the multistable chain. As before, the triangular wave excitation peak-to-peak amplitude was approximately 1.2 times the stable configuration stroke of the M-cell chain. The frequencies span 0.1–0.7 Hz in 0.05 Hz increments and simulations were conducted lasting 40 excitation cycles. Lines connecting data points in Fig. 6 are provided to assist in visualizing the main trends. In Fig. 6 average specific power is presented, that is the ratio of average power to M-cell chain mass, to provide a more meaningful performance metric.

Fig. 6 plainly demonstrates the trend suggested in Fig. 5 that increased excitation frequency yields higher levels of average power. However, the plot reveals that as frequency increases the power generation appears to gradually saturate towards an upper limit, albeit on a logarithmic scale. In evaluating the time series of such simulations (not shown here), the saturation corresponds to impulse transitions occurring almost continuously along the chain. This is intuitively the desired approach to achieve maximum energy conversion performance because it minimizes time elapsed between impulsive kinetics. Fig. 6 also demonstrates that increased number of cells can yield dramatic improvement in specific power. For example, at 0.1 Hz actuation frequency, doubling the number of cells from 2 to 4 leads to more than four times increase in specific power: 2.43–10.6 mW/kg. This exemplifies that transmission of impulsive bistable dynamics along multi-cell chains helps to more readily convert the kinetic motions to electrical energy, thus yielding a more potent PTO for the same wave excitation. Finally, Fig. 6 further supports the observation from experimental and simulated results of Fig. 5 that increased modularity empowers similar or improved performance when actuated at lower frequencies. The shaded region in Fig. 6 shows that increased number of links in the chain yields approximately the same power while dramatically lowering the operating frequency: 31.8 mW/kg for 2-cell at 0.5 Hz; 32.7 mW/kg for 3-cell at 0.3 Hz; and 31.7 mW/kg for 4-cell at 0.25 Hz.

### 8. PTO performance under wave excitation

Lastly, study of chain responses due to characteristic wave actuation is important to evaluate viability of the proposed PTO mechanism and uncover design factors critical to power generation. Wave heave actuating motions are simulated using a Fourier series expansion of water surface elevation [18,19]. A significant wave amplitude of 0.025 m is set for a wave spectrum collected by the National Data Buoy Center [33]. The wave spectral data was acquired during the month of September 2011 as measured by buoy #46015 which is located approximately 25 km from the west coast of Oregon, USA. The simulation used the resulting Fourier expansion of water surface elevation as the actuating displacement on the end of the 4-cell multistable chain.

Fig. 7(a and b) shows the cell mass displacements and voltages, respectively, in response to the wave input. Several aspects of Fig. 7 are specifically informative as relate to design guidelines. The first is the detriment to performance due to low excitation levels (too small chain end displacements), since in some cases throughout the time series, several seconds elapse without inducement of an impulsive event. To sustain more frequent impulse triggering as actuation amplitudes decrease, according to Section 3 and Fig. 3 one resolution is to reduce the distance between stable positions. This means the chain stable configurations would be closer to each other and thus less actuating displacement would be required to cross from one stable state to the next, exciting the impulse. For the present prototype design, one way to accomplish this is by reducing the outer magnet array radius, all other parameters remaining the same.

---

Fig. 5. Extension–compression testing results. (a) Average powers for M-cell multistable chains when actuated at various triangular wave frequencies. (b) Mean excitation frequency of the experiment and simulation, denoted by the same data point shape as average power results given in (a).

Fig. 6. Average specific power for M-cell chains as actuation frequency increases from 0.1 to 0.7 Hz in 0.05 Hz increments.
Fig. 7. Simulated response of 4-cell multistable PTO chain mechanism due to wave excitation. (a) Cell mass displacements and (b) voltages across resistances. (c) FFT spectra averaged over 1/3 octave bands of the base to cell 1 voltage and the wave height, demonstrating that the PTO chain transforms lower frequency actuating motions to higher frequency oscillations for energy conversion.

The second important element of Fig. 7 is that fast extension or compression of the chain leads to near continuous triggering of impulsive switches along the chain, e.g. as shown in the close-up views in Fig. 7(a and b). It is seen that the 4 successive voltage spikes occur rapidly enough such that the ring-down responses do not fully decay from one spike to the next. This explains the result in Fig. 6 that showed higher actuation frequencies – comparable to fast changes in wave height in Fig. 7(a) – led to an apparent saturation of power generation. Fig. 7(b) shows that performance saturation is likely due to insufficient time elapsed between individual impulse events to fully convert the kinetic energy in the electrical circuitry.

Finally, Fig. 7(c) plots the FFT spectra of wave height and the base-to-cell 1 voltage as computed over the full time series and averaged across 1/3 octave bands. Fig. 7(c) exemplifies the essential nature of frequency transformation by which the PTO chain transforms low frequency wave inputs into higher frequency dynamics for energy conversion. It is apparent that the wave spectrum is concentrated around 0.1 Hz, whereas the voltage between the base and cell 1 occurs primarily at frequencies around 10 Hz, corresponding to the identified natural frequencies of the cells. The transformation of the actuation spectra by two orders of magnitude for energy conversion represents the robust power generation principle of the multistable chain. Because impulsive events are able to be induced for any actuating frequency so long as actuating displacements are at least the distance between two stable configurations, favorable energy conversion may be ensured.

9. Conclusion

To successfully realize mobile WEC architectures useful in a wide range of exciting sea states, this research developed a new PTO mechanism that is less susceptible to the limitations of direct drive PTO by integrating two recent vibration energy harvesting concepts: bistable impulsive interactions for converting low frequency input motions to higher frequency energy harvesting dynamics, and enhanced performance using coupled system architectures. Assessment of the global minimum potential energy profile of the multistable PTO chain defines the minimum actuation displacements and energies required to induce impulsive kinetics for power generation and guides system design based upon anticipated actuating wave motions. Using an experimentally validated model, the influences of number of chain cells and actuation frequency on the resulting energy conversion performance indicate that modularity of the chain may greatly improve net power generation by transmitting local impulses along the chain. Energy conversion performance due to modeled wave actuations and controlled excitations both suggest that rapid, successive inducement of impulsive kinetics along the chain is the most favorable for energy conversion. Because impulse generation is governed by the designed distance between stable configurations with respect to expected wave excitations, this finding provides a pathway to ensure effective energy conversion is maintained.
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